
Subject Objectives we will cover

Maths 

Multiplication and Division
Area

Fractions
Decimals

Times Tables & Number Bonds
Developing fluency and reasoning skills

English

Class Texts - Friend or Foe by Michael Morpurgo, The Time Travelling Cat by Julia Jarman 
and various research texts and internet research.

Writing for different purposes related to the different topics - Persuasive writing, 
Newspaper article & poetry.

Developing paragraphs, use of speech and possessive apostrophes.
Use of note taking and research methods.

Weekly Guided Reading - developing use of inference  and deduction.

History / Geography Step Back in Time Topic - Historical timelines, World War II, The Tudors, The Romans/Celts

              PE & Games Gymnastics,  Dance & Multi Skills

Art / DT

Designing and making Wax Tablets
Recreating Tudor Portraits using acrylic paints

Creating Tudor Roses from clay
WWII Blitz pictures

Make do and mend - Sewing
Cooking

ICT Research skills
Using ICT for a range of purposes

RE / PSHE

RE –How do festivals and family life show what matters to Jewish people?
RE _ Why do some people think that life is like a journey?

PSHE - Relationships; Health and Well Being.
Rights Respecting School - Developing our understanding of children’s rights

Music History of music & composers. 
Topic related songs and music composition

French
The family & introductions

Weather and animals

Step Back in Time!



Class 4
This overview aims to provide you with enough 

information to be able to share and 
discuss the activities being covered in 

school with your child. 

It may also provide opportunities for you to 
visit places of interest connected with 

the learning taking place at school. 

It may be that having read the overview you 
are able to offer experiences and/or 

resources to enrich your child’s learning 
experiences.

Spring Term 2020
Step Back in Time!

This pamphlet outlines the content 
of the curriculum to be covered 

this term. 

 
PE days this term will be - 
Monday & Thursday

Exciting dates for this term include:
06/01/2020 - WOW Start Dress Up Day

 
 

 


